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I would like to take this space to extend a warm thank
you to everyone who contributed to the 1980 edition of
Cabbages & Kings. Unfortunately, the credits on the following
page can only show the people whose work appears in this
year's magazine, but in fact , the list should be pages longer .
A special thanks then to the contributors whose names do not
appear; we know how hard you 've worked, and we appreciate
your contributions. It's because of this fantastic response to
Cabbages & Kings throughout Monroe Community College that
our magazine has achieved the success it has. My job then
becomes much easier, as I am merely a correlator, and not a
politician . The work in this magazine is your work; the
magazine is your magazine. I hope you are as proud of it as
I am.
P.S. Thank you , as always, is late
in coming to Mr. Vincent Prestianni.

Mark Spall
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I.
Black tee shirt
old blue jeans
brown , worn work boots
long, still longer hair.
Flashing smile
red glowing cheeks
handsome face
clear blue eyes
tatooed chest of a butterflywho sees the hippie standing there?
The turtle neck sweater
swallowed his head
his breathing was steady and light,
he smiled brightly
causing me blindwas i to have him tonight?

Michael L. McLean
Photograph

11.
Bearded now
tired and grey
creases line his forehead
and his mind.
Shiny scalp and
watery eyes
hacking cough
poor heart
arthritic handswas he a lover or just an acquaintance of mine?
No words were spoken
the silence was clear
broken heart
shattered hope
different highsi was the lady, he was the king; what did they meantwo different things?
MB. Bauer
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Depression
Comes and goes as he pleases
Not true
Comes and goes as I please
Starting out slowly
Like death awaiting another helpless soul
Eventually overtaking _his prey
Depression
Giving way to become
A familiar feeling
An overall sensuousness
One I've known before
Depression
Only yielding to love
Inward or out
The comfort of one who cares
To slowly lift the fog away
To be stored like crayons
For another gloomy day

Sheryl Michael

Claudia Mejia
Acrylic on Canvas
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Dear Lady

Let your image
shine brilliantly
for distinguished people
in gowns and
Cadillacs ... ... .. .
Natural beauty
could never compare
with chrome and vinyl.
So spray each part
with sweet-smelling synthetics,
strut accordingly,
and your image
shall certainly project
a thoroughly modern beauty queen,
Which is so intensely you
Dear Lady .. ...

Ray Smith

Eileen Przybycien
Pencil
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Please Forgive Me!

If I have judged you ,
without acknowledging the things you
have done for me,
then please forgive me;
I just wanted to show my lack of gratitude .
If I have invaded your privacy,
then please forgive me;
I only wanted to get to know you, so I could
more easily hurt you.
If I don 't help you in a time of need,
then please forgive me;
I feel that would be an insult to me .
If I couldn 't love you for what you are,
then please forgive me;
I was brought up in a world of hostility . ...

I

If I can 't leave you feeling guilty of injustice,
then please forgive me;
I wanted to leave you with no self-pride.
If I can have the same from you ,
then we can truly meet and bring destruction
to each other ... .

Janice B. White
Brian Manning
Pencil
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Timber Wolf

At night, I hear your sad,
lost cries echoing against
the autumn sky
and see visions of you
standing alone to face
what fate has sent
your way
I still recall the
day we met, so suddenly
on that wooded path
your eyes met mine
not with fear, not with fury
almost expectedly
you might say
Carry on, that you did
just as though we hadn 't met
and I wondered how you knew
I wouldn 't do you any harm
with a rifle at my side
I could not take aim
that morn in May
Again, I hear your sad,
lost cry echoing through
the midnight sky and
think of the dawn we met
when fate had come only
to pass us
both by
Carl Pultz
Photograph

Tracy Kiefer
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Trudging through drudge of day,
groaning ghosts with pounding pulse
past monuments of man 's bumbling business ,
Then home ,
to plots,
squares,
chimes,
chairs ,
and robot stares
at blaring TV time,
pippy popcorn, pretty pampers
and Ivory Snow . . .
While super-duper troopers on stallions
sell lotions of lust,
Until. ..... .
The slow slumber of sleep
neutralizes nonsense

Ray Smith
Eileen Przybycien
Pencil
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Concrete Castle
on five acres of bare land
full of voices shouting
laughing a stranger
i wander in
speaking words they won 't understand
Icicle smiles
turned away
as if i weren 't there
friends lie dead within the rocks
There is no woodwork here
only grey stone
i am a mindless
meandering spark
among those laughing
frozen masks
my own face concealed
beneath a friendly grin
hoping their blindness will pass
so i can be seen

Joan Conley

Michael L. McLean
Photograph
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Foul water trenches the mount;
rivulet slimy rocks
whisper a
dirge.
To the ocean, my prayer.
Sing me a Mother woe,
pulsing with
waves.
Time cleans the living rushes ,
but there must remain
memories on
the stones .

Deb Ross
Pastel Pencil

Peter D. Landers
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Stories
G.D. Watson Ill
The men sat in the wooden chairs with their feet stretched
toward the large front window of the store. It was a general store
of sorts and a gathering place for a dozen or so "regulars." They
were older men mostly, and retired , choos ing to spend their days
in the quiet coolness of the store. Over the years they became as
necessary as the potbelly stove or the sagging shelves lined with
dry goods .
The men told stories. And they retold stories. If someone
spun a particularly tantalizing tale it became that much better in
the retelling , like good wine. After a time the stories became a
part of the men. Truth blended with fiction and it became impossible to separate the two. In this sort of double life the men
corrected past mistakes . They lived the life they knew they
should have had , the life they believed had been denied them .
Among the regulars who kept company at the store was a
quiet man in his early sixties. He was tall and slender and talked
little but he was well-liked and accepted. Dutch , as he was
known by everyone, was content to sit, his cup of coffee nestled
in his lap, long legs outstretched, smil ing inwardly as if at some
intimate joke. Often , when it neared suppertime, one of the
others wou ld have to nudge Dutch and bring him from his
reverie. He would always say, "What 's the hurry? We 've got
time." And always with a smile.
The sun was hot that day. The men were in their usual
places. They looked out into the afternoon haze and listened to
the radio. The newsman called for rain and that brought some
comment from the men . Just the thing to break this blasted dry
spell. After that they were silent for a long time. The silence, like
the air, was heavy. It fe lt good in an odd way. Finally, Henry
Thompson spoke up. Henry was the youngest among the
regulars and not as appreciative of a well-kept silence .
" Hey, Dutch . You ain't said much lately. Why don 't you tell
us a story?' '
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The others looked at Henry in surprise. It was improper to
ask another to tell a story. There was something sac:red in the offering. But Henry was a little slow. The men looked at Dutch
apologetically. One rolled his eyes and nodded his head in
Henry's direction. Dutch seemed not to mind. He simply pulled
himself up a bit and said , " Why sure , Henry. I' ll tell you a story. "
It took Dutch several moments to collect his thoughts. The
others leaned forward , expectant. Satisfied , he leaned back in
his chair once again and closed his eyes .
" Let me see .. . This story takes place-oh , about fo rty
years ago or so. There was a gas station. It was out in the
midwest; Kansas, I think. It was one of those little one-stall , onepump deals in a little one-horse town. On the outski rts really. The
name of the town was som ething like Wave ring or... Waver ley.
That was it. Waverley. Good old Waverley. Anyway, it was hot,
li ke today. Yeah , steaming hot . . . "

The battered Ford chugged to an oily halt in front of the gas
pump. The sun was bright and hot. It had been hot for a long
time . Looking out over the hood the stretch of road seemed to
evaporate into a piece of the horizon . Matt slumped behind the
wheel. He had been driving since early morning . After a bit he
pushed open the door and winced as the rusted hinge screeched . He shook hi s cramped legs.
Glancing at the building he mumbled, "C'mon , c 'mon ." The
garage door was open but he could not make out anything in the
darkness within. Impatient, he pulled a pack of cigarettes from
his shi rt pocket, extracted one and , after tapping it on the back of
his hand, shoved it between his lips. As he was lighting up,
anothe r young man , close to Matt's age, sauntered from the
darkness of the garage into the afternoon heat. He was tall and
lanky and had large hands with long , thin fingers. His face was
wind-whipped and ruddy . And he was smiling .
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"Hi . How you doin '?"
" Great. Just great. How about a little gas?"
"Sure." The boy walked slowly around the car and pulled
the nozzle from the pump. He pushed it gently into the spout and,
straightening, brushed a shock of hair from his forehead.
"Sure is a warm one , ain 't it?"
" No, it's not warm . It's hot, too goddamn hot," Matt said .
The boy went to clean the windshield.
"Where are you headed?"
" Huh?" Matt had been looking down the road . Fields seemed to stretch endlessly. Their grains and grasses swayed slowly,
gently to some unfelt rhythm . What the hell did these people do
out here?
"I say, where are you headed?" A smile twitched at the corners of the boy's mouth.
" West coast, buddy."
"Oh yeah? That's great. What are you going to do out
there?"
" I got a great deal waiting for me. My uncle 's setting me up
with my own store. I'm gonna be the manager." A look of
premature authority crept into Matt's eyes. They were clear
eyes, gentle, not hard, bitter, knowing. " I'm going to make some
real money now. Yep. Cal-i-for-nia." He pronounced each
syllable slowly, distinctly, as if savoring the sound . "Frisco.
That's where I'm headed. Gonna manage my very own store . My
uncle, he's a big wheel out there. Man oh man , it's gonna be
great. "
" Sure sounds like it. Some guys get all the luck. " The boy's
smile seemed mechanical and distant and cool like that moment
the sun dips below the horizon and the air suddenly loses its
warmth.
"Yeah, well, that's life I guess. You almost done, buddy?"
Matt's impatience had returned . Too much time wasted already.
" Sure. All set." His smile was sad as he hung up the nozzle
and collected the money. " Take care of yourself. And good luck.
In everything." He extended his hand.
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Matt took the hand and shook it warmly. He glanced into the
boy's eyes. There was something there , something indefinable,
something disturbing. It was like a face vaguely remembered, a
name on the tip of one's tongue, a connection not quite made.
Matt dropped the hand.
" Thanks. Thanks a lot. See ya around, buddy. " The boy
simply nodded, smiling.
Matt climbed into his car. The boy watched as he pulled out
onto the road . He watched until the car could no longer be seen.
He was still watching when he felt drops of rain spatter against
his face . The rain increased. It was cool and refreshing.

* * * *
It was several moments before the others realized Dutch
had stopped talking . His head rested on the back of the chair, a
quiet, inward smile on his lips.
" What happened to Matt, Dutch?" Henry asked . Several of
the men looked at the scarred wood of the floor and shook their
heads. But, after all, Henry was a little slow.
" Matt?" Dutch said. His eyes were closed but the wrinkles
of his forehead deepened as if he was trying to remember, trying
to make some connection.
'' I remember I had to close the station early and ride down
with the truck to pull his car off that bridge abutment. It must
have taken them an hour to cut the metal away just to get his
body out.' '
The men were silent. A dog was barking somewhere.
Several drops of rain spattered against the large front window.
The rain increased. It was a refreshing rain , a cleansing rain .

20

Thin Line

That ol ' friend of mine Willie,
yep, he's a genius.
Trouble is he's always talking jibberish ,
and can't nobody understand 'em.
Them city doctors got their hands full ,
with ol ' Willie boy.
They give 'em some real hard tests,
but Willie says they can't measure him no more:
too smart I guess.
His mama told me ol ' Willie is crazy.
Said half the time he's real smart,
and the other he's darn right nuts.
Crazy.
Guess I'm the only one knows,
Willie is a bona fide geniusexcept maybe them doctors.
Willie says them doctors is real smart,
they' re gonna put him in a place for geniuses.
Willie says it'll be good for him there,
he says they got a lotta people just like him.
It must be nice being real smart.

Mark Spall

Julie Snyder
Water Color
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Vision of Apartheid's Death

Dear mother, dear mother, my love Africa
Last night I had a dream ; a lonely terrible
Dream-terrible in its loneliness and
Lonely in its terror.
Should I, alone, dream this dream , mother
My love Africa? Should I? This dream of
Vengeance, of blood , of death , of freedom!
Oh mother, mother Africa-this dream bloody
In death and deadly in blood, vengeful in
Freedom and free in vengeance.
Oh! My dream, brothers and sisters
The world over-black, exploited , enslaved
In colonialism and neo-colonialism-do
Listen , listen intently!
Last night I dreamt I slew
Smith and Vorster with my own hands
And for seven days their gangrene remains
Obnoxiously perverted Southern Africa
And the Hungry vultures touched not
the bodies of those two human vulturesIan Smith and John Vorster-scourge
of mighty Africa .
How strange that the John Crow,
An unprecedented scavenger, was loath to
taste the flesh of Smith and Vorster; men
of its own specie.
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For seven days apartheid was purged and
eradicated in Southern Africa.
Around me was blood, blood, blood .
Apartheid bleeding roundabout Africa to the south ;
bleeding, bleeding out a slow mutilated death
intuned to the heart-throbbing beats of Africa 's
freedom drums.
Should I, alone , dream this dream ; terrible
in its loneliness and lonely in its terror;
bloody in death and deadly in blood; vengeful
in freedom and free in vengeance!
Mother Africa , Africa, should I dream
that I drank blood from Smith 's and Vorster 's
skull while apartheid bled to death
and my black brothers and sisters in
Zimbabwe , Namibia, Angola and Soweto
sang and danced joyously to the Congo drums
of freedom? Should I dream, dream, dream
that I slew Smith and Vorster and drank
apartheid's blood from their skulls as my
black brothers and sisters cried in uni son
Aye-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e ! ! ! ! ! !
Africa, mother Africa is free-e-e-e-e-e-e-e ! ! ! !

Festus Amtac Campbell
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My Heart Leaps Up
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Elegy for Faith

You loved and perished ,
A customary thing ;
To us, your legacy, it was not so.
In the restaurant couples make their peace
As if they could not know
That life will cease;
As if void of mortal dread ,
Or vain hailings to dreamt-up paradises
Of harp and wing.
They argue in the car
And curse the love most cherished
Into soft compromises
As we huddle in griefNot for the dead,
By far,
But for our lost belief.

Peter D. Landers

Anonymous
Charcoal
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Carl Pultz
Photograph

Kathleen Farrell
Mixed Media
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Unfinished Poem
The small green notebook
sits on its own shelf
waiting for my pen to be fed
but when the lines are
filled with markings of
vulgar words
she laughs at me
again and again .. .
too many letters to
a lover, letters
never to be read,
too many cries and
too many fearshow lonely is the night
in a single bed . ..
pressed between her pages
lie a secret,
a crushed rose preserved
from a prom ,
a matchbook and a card that read
"i need you"
a phone number scribbled with
no name ...
the white lines turn to
sound ,
to laughter, to shame,
to tell my story and
this time to write (right) it,
but maybe not tonight
the mood is not right (write) . ..

Amanda Shilling
Pencil

M.B. Bauer
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-Macbeth

A Small Man

When I was just a small man
You and I were so much alike
For you were my lord my god
And I was your waiting soul.
Then the evil came and
Spread throughout this
Thy waiting soul.
Step by step I moved away,
Away from my lord my god.
And day by day this evil spread
Throughout thy soul.
And no longer did I need
This lord of gods.
For I was the lord of lords,
And god of all gods.
He was just a small man,
And I was the lord god.
And stood before thy
Waiting souls .

K.R. Jensen

Kathleen Farrell
Ink
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Innocence Remembered
down dark, snaking stairs
where monsters hid
and spiders crept
we made our way
through secret passages
to the place we called
Our Own
where the dreaded furnace
with its flame filled belly
and coal scorched skin
watched us ... as we became
what we wanted to become
in the place we called
Our Own
where rusty nails
carpeted the cold ,
damp, grey cement
we layed on our stomachs
skidding marbles
and building block castles
in the place we called
Our Own
where we held
our weekly meetings
and eyed intruders
through a peep-hole
and played dungeon
in the place we called
Our Own
where we had
seances
and told of
ghosts and goblins
and strangers in the darkness
. . . ... and of growing older
in the place we called
Our Own

Michael L. McLean
Photograph

Tracy Kiefer
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/a. SBce 1me. Warp/
The old men-the young men
\le musT send

So unassumingly they look at me,
tired , wrinkled and grey.
So unknowing of who I am or
who I am to be.
Their curved walk and spotted hands
tell me nothing of who they
really are
and still I smile at the old men ,
toothless they smile back at me .

Our~obes

Deeper- and

Deeper ir,-to
Thi~ Tho.ta.re
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And then there is this bastard,
so cool , so neat, so clean ,
with strong hands and perfect teeth
his walk is tall and wide .
Assumingly he looks at me
undressing me with his eyes
knowing that with just one wink
I'll fall down to my knees,
But patronized I won 't be
equality I demandhe smiles at me and I smile back
that coy, assuming young man . . .

MB. Bauer

Tim Kelly
Ink
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Cancer

Black Beauty, running gracefully in form
Of swift silent fury
Through empty nights of ebony speckled
With brilliant flecks of fire.
Below your trampling hoofs lie the generations
Of toil and struggle of ages.
Each one giving to the next in the
Hope that tomorrow will be a better day.
Robert

He tries so hard
to knowto understandbut somehow, life remains just beyond his grasp.
In his mind , clouds drift aimlessly,
but this fog cannot be liftedfor there is no opening to allow it to disperse.
And so, he lives on humbly,
realizing little,
and shuffling .. . slowly
down narrow hallways.

Tina Engels

Black Beauty, your bray a cry for solidarity.
Humbling yourself before the creator above
Who sees you in your strife, as the reigns
Of servitude fall from around your neck.
Hidden pangs of sorrow yearn to be freed
From within your breaking heart.
Your master has lost you and you run
Wild and furious into the unknown.
Black Beauty, tail streaming behind
Like a banner fallen torn
To shreds after your long , hard battle
Of striving for a life of peace.
Across your back the saddle of your onceLoving rider weighs heavy
On tired shoulders too weary to know
That their burden has been relieved .
Black Beauty, with mane traveling lost
Behind the steed that now runs
In sorrow into the black emptiness of
Solitude won not without a fight.
Within your eyes the range of hatred
Glares forth to light the way
Into the land where you will be forgotten
In yesterdays of unfulfilled dreams.
Form speckled generations in
the solidarity, reigns, to be freed,
run behind your long, hard battle,
once to know the lost emptiness
of hatred forgotten .
Sheryl Michael
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A Cup of Time

I had a minute once,
before my mind was poisoned .
Swollen by responsibility- " ! haven 't got the time. "
I had the time:
or took the time .
I was time .
I was the sun and I was free .
I sorted grains of sand,
and counted dream filled nights.
I would ask "how are you, "
and I really wanted to know.
If I could have some time back,
a cup is all I'd need.
I would sip it very slowly,
like hot camomille tea.
Sweet and fragrant,
and enough for a lifetime.
Don Felice
Photograph

Mark Spall
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Have you ever seen
the butterflies play
in the hands of a breeze
on a warm summer's day?
A kin to the fairy
they dance around
on gossamer wings
with nary a sound.
Each sun-kissed wing
has patterns, you know,
with colors so varied,
so bright, so bold .
God's littlest angels
sent down to earth
to make children smile
and laugh with mirth.

Belinda Murano

Brian Manning
Pencil
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Calming the Storm

There comes a time when nothing's right
when love and understanding do not exi st.
My goals slowly disappeara storm rages inside
Useless hands clench into fists ,
knowing that getting away is destined
I search for an inspiring place .
Requesting quietness and isolation
with no inquiring people-no familiar face .
A frantic pursuit pays offthe desired place is found.
An ocean to the east-a mountain to the north
Nature making the only sound.
The gentle breeze whispers
to the blue green rolling sea,
the raised mountain stands majestic
beautified by color from every tree.
Clouds mysteriously move
Unchanging stones seem satisfied.
Questioning glances from seagulls
beg for a gratifying reply.
Encouragement grows inside me .
Broken ideas begin to mend,
I leave ready to face the world
Knowing I'll need to return soon again.
S. Van Der Woude
Pencil

Karla E. Borglum
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The earth folds
as the sun fades .
It's night time and I wait . ..
the inspiration of defeat
carries me through dusk to
evening, to midnight and I wait ...
grey clouds and rain fall into pace
with me-you have gone away ...
No music , just quiet wind.
No voices , just frozen smiles
and depression , depression over
my mind , body, soul ,
overtaking every breath I hold
until I too fold .. .
Pat Rayome
Photograph

MB. Bauer
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Seagulls

Seagulls are not the plaintive creatures they pretend to be,
They only feign their lonely melodies,
that make us pause . .. ... .
Nor do they resemble man , as sea towners would have you believe.
No, they are not brave, they just squat high on sheltered crevises .
For they are plainer than we see .
Though I realize that I, too, am memorized , and paint their
insipid greys and whites, and faded pollen-colored beaks.
And I love to wake on salty mornings and listen to their
sea-side screech.
But you mean nothing more than storms at sea for city folk .
And there you scavange rubbish dumps for some fine
dried-up banquet ...
The tramp of birds .
But still , these terraced thoughts are thin ,
And I dream of hearing you again .

Michael L. McLean
Photograph

Helen Toper
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